


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Subject Section ExxonMobil Comment District Response

Spot Charter Sections

4, 5 and
9.C, and
Attachme

ntlO

ExxonMobil requests that all permit language
including conditions, project descriptions and
emission limitations pertaining to the use of the spot
charter boats be reinstated in the reeval permits, as is
found in the current PTOs. As such, ExxonMobil is
requesting that the existing crew and supply boat
conditions as found in the February 2013 reeval
permits, be carried forward into the current reeval.
Until the compliance schedule defined in the Harbor
Craft Regulation is fully implemented (2022) there
will be crew and supply boats which have not yet been
required to retrofit their engines to Tier 2 or better, as
such there remains a need to retain the spot charter
vessel category on permit at this time.

Changes made as
requested.

Purpose - Part
70 Permitting

1.1 PTO Mod 5651-03 was not issued and the

modifications related to the reporting of HRSG, GTG
and WGI heat input rates do not reflect the changes
requested in the permit application. ExxonMobil is
already providing data regarding fuel use via the DAS
system as well as pdf files in the CVR with each
hourly Btu reading. An additional requirement to
submit this data in electronic format is unnecessary.
ExxonMobil requests that the original condition be
reinstated which required the CVR reporting of the
five (5) highest hourly heat input rates per month.
Please return the original language to the following
sections: 1.1 bullet 1 &2 ,9.C.l(d)(i), 9.C.8{(d)(i),
(d)(ii) & (d)(iii}), 9.C.10{(a)(l), (h)(i), (h)(ii) &
(h)(iii)}

Changes made as
requested.

Facility
Overview

1.2.1 The reference to "Exxon Mobil Corporation" was
inadvertently changed to "ExxonMobil Corporation".
Please correct the corporation name back to "Exxon
Mobil Corporation", since only the companies are
known as ExxonMobil, but the corporation is known
as Exxon Mobil.

Changes made as
requested.

Facility
Permitting
History

1.2.2 All previous operating permits contained the full
permit history for the source. Due to the complexity
of the permit history ExxonMobil requests that the full
permitting history be retained as an Appendix 10
attachment. There are references to historical permits
in the operating permit and providing the background
on these actions will assist the reader.

Full permitting
history returned to
Section 1.2.2.

Facility
Permitting
History

1.2.2 All Exempt approvals lists in permit history were
temporary projects. Please add the phrase
"Temporary use" or similar in Permit Description for
each Exempt permit.

Changes made as
requested.

Facility
Permitting
History

1.2.2 Please update the Permit Description in Section 1.2.2
for ATC 14978 to include "for use as back up
pneumatic air supply during temporary preservation

ATC 14978-03

was listed twice

due to an error in
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Subject Section ExxonMobil Comment District Response

period.

ATC/PTO Mod 14768 03 is listed as issued twice. If

accurate, please provide a copy of the 7/11/16 permit.

the District's

database. The

error has been

corrected. The

correct issuance

date is 07/08/16

Responsible
Officer

1.6.9 Please correct the title of the Responsible Official in
Section 1.6.9 from "Mr. Jing Wan" to "Ms. Jing
Wan". Please correct Jing Wan's title from SYU
Operations Superintendent to California Operations
Asset Manager.

Please correct Bryan Wesley's title to Production
Manager.

Please correct the name "ExxonMobil Corporation" to
"Exxon Mobil Corporation" consistent with Section
1.2.1

Changes made as
requested.

Compliance
with

Applicable
Federal Rules

and

Regulations

3.2.2 Please update the Discussion on NSPS 0000 that
clearly states that the equipment has not been
modified.

Equipment becomes subject to the regulation upon
construction, modification, or reconstruction
commenced after August 23,2011. LFC has not
completed any changes, as such, the requirements of
NSPS Subpart 0000 do not apply at this time.

Comment has

been added that

reads: As of the

issuance date of

this permit, LFC
has not completed
any changes to the
applicable
equipment and, as
such, the
requirements of
NSPS Subpart
0000 do not

apply.

Variances 3.5.1 - Conditions listed for Petition 15-27-1 and 15-28-R

are not complete
These sections

have been

updated.

Variances 3.5.1 Date of 15-28-R issuance should be 11/4/15 Change made as
requested.

Variances 3.5.1 15-28-R and 15-30-R provide variance protection
from 9/30/15 through 9/29/16, not for six months.

Change made as
requested.

Variances 3.5.1 Please replace the phrase "facility shut down" with
"facility impacts" in description of 15-27-1,15-28-R,
15-29-1,15-30-R

Changes made as
requested.

Variances 3.5.1 2016-25-R provides extension to the final compliance
date for 2015-30-R, not 2015-28-R. Subject
description of 2017-01-R does not provide
information on tank vapor recovery or carbon canister
inspections. Please see variance order for complete
description.

Changes made as
requested.
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Subject Section ExxonMobil Comment District Response

BACT Table 4.4 Subject description of 2017-01-R does not provide
information on tank vapor recovery or carbon canister
inspections. Please see variance order for complete
description.

Change made as
requested.

Entire Source

Emissions

5.7 The APCD removed the table summarizing the Entire
Source Emissions (ESE) as outlined in Section 5.7.
This table formed the basis for mitigating the
emissions from the source during the SYU Expansion
Project. ExxonMobil requests that this table be
retained in the permit as a reference point, either in
Section 5 or Section 7 under offset obligations.

The ESE Tables

have been returned

to Sections 5 and

7 of the permit.

Permitted

Emission

Limits -

Emission

Units

Tables

5.1-5.3

Please add the new emergency diesel generators
permitted under ATC 14950 to the Section 5 emission
tables.

Tables have been

updated.

Permitted

Emission

Limits -

Emission

Units

Table 5.10 Suggest that the existing discussion regarding offset
obligation under the prior NSR rule be summarized in
Section 7.3 as a reference point for the way in which
each facility met the offset obligations at the time of
construction, instead of removing it completely from
the permit.

Change made as
requested.

Offset

Requirements
7.3 Please updates Section 7.3.1 Offset Requirements to

clarify that the new offset threshold is based on "...the
stationary source Potential to Emit exceeding 25
TPY..."

Change made as
requested.

Offset

Requirements
7.3 Please summarize original discussion regarding offset

obligation under the prior NSR rule in Section 7.3 as a
reference point for the way in which each facility met
the offset obligations at the time of construction,
instead of removing it completely from the permit.

Change made as
requested.

Offset

Requirements
Table 7.1 Table 7.1 and 7.2 offset tables have been modified to

be identical in all permits. It is not clear if the
intention is to identify all projects within SYU
stationary source that required offsets, or just the
facility-specific projects. The modifications do not
include all emissions to be offset or all reduction

sources . ExxonMobil requests that the tables be
returned to a facility-specific accoimting of offsetting.

The ERC Tables

have been

updated.

Offset

Requirements
Table 7.1 Request that a note be added to the next Offset tables

(after August 25, 2016) referencing the
guidelines/rules for determining the distance factor.

The ERC Tables

have been

updated.

Offset

Requirements
Table 7.1

and 7.2

ATC 14978 is a temporary project and should not be
included in the facilities emission offsetting
requirements in Table 7.1 or Table 7.2. If this project
must be mentioned then please add the following text
from the ATC as a footnote to Table 7.1 under ATC

14978. - "This permit is valid only during the period
the Las Flores Canyon facility is idle due to the failure

The ERC Tables

have been

updated.
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Subject Section ExxonMobil Comment District Response

of the AAPL pipeline. This permit shall expire
immediately upon resumption of operation of any of
the emission elements subject to DOI 098-01"

Offset

Requirements
Table 7.2 ATC 14768 was for the completed LFC deinventory

project and was temporarily offset by DOI 098. It
should not be included in the ongoing ROC emissions
liability for the LFC facility or the stationary source.
If this project must be described please remove it from
the total emissions and add the following note;
"Temporary ERCs were utilized for ATC/PTO 14768
emissions during the completed crude de-inventory
project at LFC".

The ERC Tables

have been

updated.

Standard

Administrativ

e Conditions

9.A.8 Please place the added Severability condition where
the Indemnity and Separation Clause was removed in
Section 9.A. This will retain the numbering sequence
and prevent unnecessary report reformatting.

Change made as
requested.

Requirements
and

Equipment
Specific
Conditions

9.C Please add Condition 9.C.44 to address the portable
vapor scrubbing system permitted under ATC 14991.
Please place at end of Section 9.C to avoid
renumbering of the CVR and other compliance tools.

Change not made.
A separate PTO
will be issued for

this project.

Fugitive
Hydrocarbon
Emission

Components

9.C.3(b)(v

i)»
9.C.3(c)

Please correct the language in Condition 9.C.3(b)(vi)
from "Compressors and ancillary equipment and are
presumed ..." to "Compressors and ancillary
equipment are presumed ...".

Couldn't find this

reference.

Sulfur

Recovery
Unit/Waste

Gas

Incinerator

9.C.8(a)(i)
BACT

Table

Please delete the following typographical error "; or
ii) 100 ppmvd residual H2S in Stretford Tailgas; and "

Change made as
requested.

CVRs 9.C.10 Please modify the language as follows to avoid the
need to provide hard copies unless necessary: "shall
be submitted in both hardcopy and electronic (PDF)
format (and hard copy if requested by District)

This condition

has been updated
to read: These

reports shall be in
a format approved
by the District,
and shall be

submitted in both

hardcopy and
electronic (PDF)
format. The
hardcopy
submittal may be
waived by the
District with prior
written approval

Offsets and

Consistency
9.C.14 Please clarify why variance relief was removed from

the offset consistency requirement: "shall provide
replacement offsets and shall obtain variance relief."

The Hearing
Board does not

have the legal
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with the

AQAP
authority to
provide relief from
offset

requirements,
therefore the

variance relief

language was
removed from the

condition.

Emergency
FirewateryTloo

dwater

Pumps/Emerg
ency

Generators

C.29 Please add the ExxonMobil ID numbers for the two

new backup generators listed in the table for
Condition 9.C.29. (District Device 390274 is EM ID
ZAN 1551, District Device 390275 is EM ID ZAN
3511). Please correct District Device from 391275 to
390275.

Changes made as
requested.

Emergency
Firewater/Floo

dwater

Pumps/Emerg
ency

Generators

C.29

(a)(v)
Please remove Conditions 9.C.29(a)(v) and (a)(vi)
pertaining to rotating outages. These conditions
pertain to the ATCM, and should be listed in Section
9.D. only.

The two

conditions have

been deleted as

they are contained
in Condition D.l.

Diesel Internal

Combustion

Engines

D.l Please add the ExxonMobil ID numbers for the two

new backup generators listed in the table for
Condition 9.D.I.

Changes made as
requested.

Signature
page of permit

Please update the list of permits superseded to include
permits issued since the last reevaluation.

Change made as
requested.

Signature
page of permit

Re-evaluation date should be three years from the date
of issuance of this final permit.

The reevaluation

due date has been

updated
accordingly.

Attachments Table

10.18

exempt

emissions

Please reinstate the HAP Emission Factor Basis

previously found in Section 10.18 of the permit.
The HAP

emission factor

basis is now found

in the references

to Table 5.7.1.
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